• Game demonstrations Monday, Dec 5
  
  • Mon: Black Friday by Sean Chung  
  • Mon: Fight the Fever! by Jayson Gamiao, Michael Low and Somphathai "Ko" Khounthasen
  • Mon: Rambo 11 by Derek Ford and Michael Moorefield

• Game demonstrations Wed, Dec 7
  
  • Wed: Technology game Assemble Computer Parts by YuFong Okoji  
  • Wed: Capture the Flag by Yahweh Yago  
  • Wed: ICS homework time!! by David Kang  
  • Wed: Get to the Skatepark by Richard Akina
Fight the Fever:
This game is an adventure role playing game based on the spoof of Justin Bieber as Dustin Beaver, the cult leader taking over the minds of the teen/tween kids and girls in your small town. The strategies used in this game were based on the code from Land of Lisp pg (173-189). The objective of the game is to beat Dustin Beaver and rescue your baby sister and, in the process, saving your town. Along the way are objects that can be used in your adventure and enemies that can be fought as you progress and explore the world. Xo
The New Adventures of Old Rambo

Rambo is trapped in an enemy military compound. Do you have what it takes to escape to freedom?!

Featuring:

Real life text-based action!

Exciting new commands like "walk" and "look"!

Lisp programming at its finest!
ICS Homework Time!

Get your homework done, before it is too late!
Akina-Entertainment proudly presents...

Get to the SKATEPARK!

ADVENTURE!  SUSPENSE!

ROMANCE!**

*simulated image, does not reflect actual gameplay

PLAY NOW!

**requires expansion pack and monthly subscription